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We talked about current and future market conditions, when the looming recession might arrive, how to attract
millennials and more! If you have one of your own, record your question and email the video to me at tfs
tomferry. But for context, you need the full storyâ€¦ which began several years ago. What do you do next?
Then, the more seasoned you become, you realize that might not actually be the case. Sure, I hosted a few
sessions. Ella Jones can relate. Of course not. I like positive thinking. The focus of Listing Boss is to win more
listing through active prospecting and effective communication. Each chapter is based on a different episode
and is laid out in a similar format, giving some background about the expert, their story, and key lessons
learned. Rewind a little over a decade, and she was a single mom of two growing kids. Two days, right? Lots
of masterminds will be taking place at Success Summitâ€¦ do you have your ticket yet? And fair warning: The
message might sting just a bit. There are many real life examples in this book that anyone could implement in
their business today. But also throws challenges your wayâ€¦ Pitfalls you must avoid. Which has a huge
upside. Seriously, think about it for a second. Just a few weeks ago, I published a blog of book
recommendations. He is a thought leader and expert on lead generation and conversion. I love what I do.
Yeah, kind of a no-brainer. Through the magic of technology, you can watch every moment of Success
Summit from your home or office on your laptop, desktop, phone or tablet. Along the way, he learned some
amazing lessons for life and business. Finally, the methods section will walk you through a number of proven
strategies for marketing your real estate business, developing your referral networks, and establishing practices
that you can take to the bank. The best coaching platform in the business has taken a huge leap forward, with
new features, a new look, and now even more you can do from your phone. Early in the book, he warns not to
try to master all of the strategies but to focus on the ones that work for you. She was looking for solutions.
When confronted, the man argues that as a college professor, he believes his opinion holds a great deal of
validity. Larry explains best practices for providing value and staying top of mind with your database and in
your community. Pexels,  Consider it part crafting and part goal setting. Hopefully you caught the mid-year
market update webinar I did last week with Steve Harney from Keeping Current Matters. The Conversion
Code covers all of the tactics and insights he and his company, Curaytor, have learned working on behalf of
their clients. Easy choice, right? Again, in no particular order, here are my additional book recommendations
for real estate professionals:. And today, I want to arm you with five crucial questions you need to ask yourself
NOW to move your business forward. How you prepare dictates how you perform. Ninja Selling: Subtle
Skills. The author, Ryan Snow, understands what is important to building a business based providing value to
your sphere of influence and mastering two or three other strategies that match your personality. She had a
government job that provided a steady income but no path to financial freedom.


